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PROTECT YOUR BOTTOM LINE

The average retail business lost 1.62% 

of its bottom line—costing the industry  

nearly $62 billion.

Almost 40% of employee-related shrink 

was for less than $500.

Even basic administrative errors such  

as miscounts accounted for 21% of the 

average business’ losses.

THE SMART SAFE  
FACT SHEET FOR RETAIL

If your company is looking for an innovative solution to reduce the stress  
that handling cash has on your operations, a smart safe may be the right fit.  
In addition to keeping your cash secure on-site, smart safes have a range  
of benefits for your employees—and your bottom line.

https://www.burroughs.com/
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Smart safes combine the best of cash 
management software and technology  

with the traditional security and storage 
benefits of in-store safes.
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Reduce the time it takes to open and close registers with user accounts 
tied to each individual cashier via the smart safe.

Reduce the risk to your employees from robberies by eliminating 
the ability to have unauthorized access to cash.

Enable your bank’s provisional or advanced credit system to use  
your cash flow before it is formally deposited.

Lower your insurance costs by having all cash securely stored  
in smart safes.

View real-time cash levels at each retail location in your network,  
which can streamline cash deliveries and pickups.

Speed up transactions by having the smart safe quickly count 
and check the authenticity of the cash.

IMPROVE YOUR CASH MANAGEMENT

WHY YOUR EMPLOYEES WILL LIKE SMART SAFES
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Smart safes combine the best of cash management software  
and technology with the traditional security and storage benefits  
of in-store safes. So just what can a smart safe add to your business? 

REAL-TIME DATA

Smart safes are connected to a centralized cash management software  
solution that enables your business to know how much money is in each store— 
or even with each cashier—in real time, down to the penny. 

TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION

Let your employees focus more of their attention on your customers and less  
on counting cash or checking for counterfeit money. Smart safes can check that 
the right amount of money is coming into your business and flag any anomalies.

ENHANCED CASH SECURITY 

Whether the smart safe is in use, closed out, or your cash is in transit to the  
bank, your cash is safe and secure inside the smart safe’s cassette.

SMART SAFE FEATURE OVERVIEW
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Amount of 
revenue per store 

(throughput)
Percentage  

of cash sales
How much 

money each 
safe can handle

size of machine you need and how many you need

FIND THE RIGHT SMART SAFE FOR YOUR BUSINESS

TAKE THE NEXT STEP

There is a smart safe out there for businesses of every size.  
Use this formula to determine the size and quantity you need.

No matter the size or scale of your smart safe deployment, 
Burroughs is ready to handle your cash management needs.  
The Burroughs team has experience in all the major brands and models, 
from installation to ongoing servicing. Learn more about how to get 
smart safes into your business by contacting Burroughs here.

https://burroughs.com/solutions/
https://www.burroughs.com/

